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We present a comprehensive investigation of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in ultrathin
strongly disordered NbN films. Measurements of resistance, current-voltage characteristics, and kinetic
inductance on the very same device reveal a consistent picture of a sharp unbinding transition of vortex-
antivortex pairs that fit standard renormalization group theory without extra assumptions in terms of
inhomogeneity. Our experiments demonstrate that the previously observed broadening of the transition is
not an intrinsic feature of strongly disordered superconductors and provide a clean starting point for the
study of dynamical effects at the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition.
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In two dimensions, the superfluid transition is governed
by the presence of thermally excited vortex-antivortex
pairs [1,2]. For superfluid 4He films, the defining features
of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition are
well understood [3,4]. In thin-film superconductors an
analogous behavior is expected, the transition being caused
by dissociation of vortex-antivortex pairs. The transition is
manifested as a discontinuous jump in the superfluid phase
stiffness Js at a temperature TBKT below the mean-field
transition temperature Tc0 [5,6]. Moreover, below TBKT
the voltage-current characteristics VðIÞ are nonlinear,
V ∝ IαðTÞ, with a temperature dependent exponent α [7].
In the thermodynamic limit, a linear voltage response
regime exists above TBKT only.
Physics of the BKT transition is controlled by two

energy scales [8]. In order to thermally excite a vortex-
antivortex pair in a film, the energy cost for the generation
of vortex cores (also called vortex fugacity) μ ∝ ξ2, as well
as the energy scale for the pair dissociation Js ∝ 1=λ2, must
be sufficiently small. Here, ξ and λ are the coherence length
and magnetic penetration depth, respectively. In the dirty
limit, both ξ2 and 1=λ2 are proportional to the elastic mean
free path. Owing to their small μ and Js, ultrathin films of
strongly disordered superconductors are the preferred
choice for materials that feature a large separation between
TBKT and the mean-field critical temperature Tc0.
In the past JsðTÞ and VðIÞ were studied for InO and NbN

thin films [9–11] using the two-coilmethod [12] and standard
transport measurements. The two-coil method requires
circular films with typical 10 mm diameter, while for dc
transport long strips are needed. Hence, JsðTÞ and RðTÞ
could not be studied in the same devices limiting the validity
of consistency checks. While a qualitative agreement with
original theory was observed, measurements of strongly

disordered NbN films always displayed a broadening of the
BKT transition, far stronger than expected for, e.g., finite size
effects alone [8,13]. At present, such broadening is believed
to be typical for highly disordered superconducting films that
are known to feature emergent granularity [14–19]. Local
variations of the modulus of the order parameter and super-
fluid stiffness could, in principle, explain the observed
smearing of the expected discontinuous jump in Js. On
the other hand, such smearing introduces an additional free
parameter that inevitably obscures the quantitative analysis.
Within the generally accepted picture, individual

signatures of the BKT transition have been observed
[9–13,20–29]. In recent years, however, it turned out that
each of these signatures is affected by experimental subtle-
ties that need to be controlled in order to reliably test the
level of consistency [30,31]. The most popular signature, the
nonlinearity of VðIÞ, is also the most difficult to interpret, as
many other effects affect it. For example, any fluctuation
induced broadening of the resistive transition leads to
nonlinear VðIÞ via heating. This can mimic a power-law
behavior, in particular close to the normal state resistance
and for materials with Tc0 ≲ 1 K [32]. To address this issue,
a set of techniques is desirable that do not extrinsically
broaden the transition and allows for all types of measure-
ments to be performed on the very same device.
In this Letter, we observe a sharp BKT transition in

strongly disordered NbN films while the resistive transition
is smeared over several kelvins. Using a low-frequency
resonator technique compatible with four terminal dc
measurements, we unambiguously identify the BKT and
mean-field transition temperatures. We find an excellent
agreement of both TBKT and Tc0 extracted from dc
resistance and superfluid stiffness in disjunct temperature
regimes. The inductively measured stiffness shows excellent
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agreement with the values extracted from nonlinear dc
transport, provided that voltages are sufficiently small.
Our results provide a solid basis for the study of more
complex nonequilibrium properties of ultrathin and strongly
disordered superconductors.
Our NbN films are grown by atomic layer deposition

(ALD, 75 cycles) [33] with a thickness d ¼ 3.5� 0.3 nm
on top of a thermally oxidized silicon wafer. Over several
months at ambient conditions, the NbN film gradually
oxidizes, signaled by an increase of the sheet resistance.
Using standard electron beam lithography and selective
etching techniques we prepared long (∼100–200 squares)
meander structures of width ranging from 10–200 μm with
a total kinetic inductance of ∼100 nH. The samples are
mounted into a cold tank circuit, whose resonance fre-
quency provides access to the sheet kinetic inductance L□

of the sample [34,35]. The resonance frequency of the
circuit varies between 0.5–3 MHz, depending on L□. From
the kinetic inductance, the superfluid stiffness is inferred as

Js ¼
ℏ2d

4e2kBμ0λ2
¼ ℏ2

4e2kBL□

; ð1Þ

where h is the Planck’s constant, e the elementary charge,
kB the Boltzmann’s constant, field, and μ0 being the
vacuum permeability. The parameters of our films are well
in line with those of [13,38], albeit with lower thickness for
the same values of kFl and Tc0. Additional voltage probes
allow for measurement of dc VðIÞ characteristics on the
same device. Resistance values were always extracted from
the linear regime of VðIÞ.
We start by establishing dc transport properties. Figure 1

shows resistance as function of temperature for a typical

meander. The transition is strongly broadened by fluctua-
tions of both amplitude and phase fluctuations of the order
parameter [35,39–43].
Fitting RðTÞ in Fig. 1 for R > 0.6RN (red line) reveals

a mean-field transition temperature Tc0 ¼ 5.203 K (see
Ref. [35] for details). Below Tc0, phase fluctuations of the
order parameter generate resistance, where RðTÞ has
the square-root-cusp form RðTÞ ∝ expðb= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

T=TBKT − 1
p Þ

[5,7,35,39–42]. Good agreement is found between theory
(blue line) and experiment. Very similar results are found
also for other devices with different width and length [35].
According to Halperin-Nelson theory, VðI; TÞ takes the
form [7]

VðI; TÞ ¼ AðTÞ IαðTÞ; ð2Þ
with exponent αðTÞ ¼ πJsðTÞ=T þ 1 and prefactor AðTÞ.
Hence, power-law behavior of VðIÞ characteristics below
TBKT is another hallmark of the BKT transition. Increasing
temperature decreases Js and thus α. At the universal
transition point α ¼ 3 (dashed in Fig. 2) a characteristic
jump to α ¼ 1 is predicted.
InFig. 2wepresent the evolutionofVðIÞwith temperature.

At low temperatures and voltages the double-logarithmic
plot reveals the expected power-law dependence. Above
TBKT and for sufficiently low current VðIÞ is expected to
be linear. The linear regime is limited first by current-
induced dissociation of vortex-antivortex pairs, leading
again to power-law behavior of VðIÞ, but now with values
of α smaller than 3. Note that the voltage level is orders of
magnitude below RNI (red line in top left corner of
Fig. 2).

fluctuations:

amplitude

phase

FIG. 1. Sheet resistance, RðTÞ, as function of temperature of a
3.5 nm thick, 10 μm wide, and 2 mm long NbN meander on a
logarithmic scale. In the normal state, we measure RN ¼
4.093 kΩ at 15 K and an electron density n ≃ 4.5 × 1022 cm−3

and kFl ≃ 2 [35]. Red line, fit including amplitude fluctuations
above mean-field critical temperature Tc0 ¼ 5.203 K; blue line,
fit to square-root-cusp expression corresponding to TBKT ¼
4.471 K and b ¼ 0.76 (see text). Inset: linear scale of R axis
emphasizes amplitude fluctuations.

I RN

FIG. 2. Voltage-current [VðIÞ] characteristics at different tem-
peratures. When collecting VðIÞ over a wide range of current, we
used fast sweeps (few s) in order to avoid heating of the chips.
Straight lines in log-log display indicate power-law behavior
V ∝ IαðTÞ, where α is related to JsðTÞ [7]. Dotted and dashed
black lines correspond to α ¼ 1 and 3, respectively. Red solid line
in the upper left corner corresponds to V ¼ RNI in the normal
state. Slope α ¼ 3 corresponds to T ¼ 4.475 K (yellow). JsðTÞ
extracted from the power-law exponents αðTÞ is displayed in
Fig. 3.
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At higher temperatures and in a wider voltage range VðIÞ
turns out to be much more complex [35,39,40]. At currents
exceeding 10 μA and T ≳ TBKT heating effects start to play
a role, rendering the VðIÞ-characteristics very complex and
even dependent on the speed of current sweeps [35]. Above
TBKT the linear part of VðIÞ may be buried in the back-
ground noise, mimicking power-law behavior. Both above
and below TBKT, heating effects can affect the observed
power law exponent. Based on VðIÞ-characteristics alone,
it is thus very hard to judge whether values for JsðTÞ and
even TBKT are correct when extracted from αðTÞ.
As a consistency check, JsðTÞ ¼ T½αðTÞ − 1�=π

extracted from VðIÞ is plotted as red dots in Fig. 3 together
with JsðTÞ (black dots) measured in equilibrium via the
kinetic inductance L□ðTÞ. The excellent agreement
between the two independent data sets ensures that αðTÞ
was extracted in the right regime of the VðIÞ-characteristics
and confirms the validity of our analysis. Very close to the
universal transition point at πJsðTBKTÞ ¼ 2TBKT (dashed
line), JsðTÞ drops to zero within 50 mK. The BKT
transition is thus much sharper than in previous experi-
ments on ultrathin NbN films [10,21,38]. Also Tc0
and TBKT obtained from RðTÞ (T > TBKT) and JsðTÞ
(T < TBKT) match within 1% even though data were
obtained in disjunct temperature intervals.
The gradual decrease of Js towards higher T can be

described by Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory
[10,13]

JsðTÞ ¼ Jsð0ÞΔðTÞ=Δð0Þ × tanh½ΔðTÞ=ð2kBTÞ� ð3Þ

(gray line), which accounts for the depletion of Js by
quasiparticle excitations. In order to obtain a good match,
it is established practice [10,13] to use Jsð0Þ, Δð0Þ, and
Tc0 as independent fitting parameters [35]. The best fit is
obtained for Tc0 ¼ 5.175 K, Jsð0Þ ¼ βJBCSð0Þ, and
Δð0Þ ¼ γ1.764kBTc0 with β ¼ 0.7304, γ ¼ 1.432. While
Tc0 agrees within 30 mK or 0.5% with the value obtained
from the amplitude fluctuations of the order parameter
(Fig. 1), the ratio Δð0Þ=kBTc0 ¼ 2.521 exceeds the BCS
value of 1.764 as observed earlier [10,21,38,44].
Moreover, Jsð0Þ is smaller than the dirty limit BCS

prediction JBCSð0Þ ¼ πℏΔð0Þ=ð4e2kBRNÞ, consistent with
the conjectured suppression of Jsð0Þ by phase fluctuations
[38]. The ratio RNJsð0Þ=Tc0 ¼ 5.940� 0.3 kΩ for several
of our films with RN ≃ 4 kΩ agrees within a few percent
with the BCS value of 1.764πℏ=ð4e2Þ ¼ 5.692 kΩ [35].
This indicates that disorder effects in Jsð0Þ=Tc0 are
accounted for by RN alone, while both Jsð0Þ and Tc0
substantially differ from their dirty-limit BCS expressions.
An independent confirmation of the value of Δð0Þ is highly
desirable. Based on direct measurements of Δð0Þ via
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), Carbillet et al.
proposed an interpretation of the largeΔð0Þ=kBTc0 in terms
of an underestimation of Tc0 [18]. In the latter work, Tc0
was associated with the onset of the resistance, rather than
TBKT. Here, we can exclude this possibility, as our analysis
allows for an unambiguous determination of TBKT and Tc0.
We theoretically describe the drop of JsðTÞ, taking the

BCS fit to JsðTÞ as input for the BKT renormalization
group (RG) equations [8,45]. In this way, data is closely
reproduced by RG theory (blue line in Fig. 3), assuming a
vortex fugacity μ ¼ 19 K, or μ=Jsð0Þ ≈ 2.5, similar to
values reported, e.g., in Ref. [10]. It is instructive to
compare μ with the loss of condensation energy ucond
in the vortex cores with effective radius rv. We write
ucond¼μ=ðπr2vdÞ≡B2

c=2μ0¼½ℏ=ð2 ffiffiffi
2

p
eξλÞ�2=ð2μ0Þ, where

Bc is the thermodynamic critical field. From the equation
for μ, we find rv=ξðTBKTÞ ≃ 2.2. Using the expression
TBKT ¼ Tc0ð1 − 4GiÞ with Gi ¼ 7e2ζð3ÞRN=ðπ3hÞ ¼
0.0420 being the Ginzburg-Levanyuk number [46], we
expect T theo

BKT ¼ 4.315 K, which is only 4% smaller than
TBKT ¼ 4.488 K extracted from Fig. 3.
Finally, we investigate signatures of the BKT transition in

magnetic field perpendicular to the film. In the high-field
regime and near TBKT, RðBÞ is expected to cross over from
sublinear to superlinear behavior [47], signaling a transition
from amplitude fluctuations of the order parameter to vortex
pinning. In Fig. 4(a)we observe such crossover atT ¼ 4.3 K
(blue line) slightly below the range extracted from the other
observables. This discrepancy is probably caused by lack of
thermal cycling between curves. For the low-field regime,
Minnhagen has derived the scaling law [48]

FIG. 3. Superfluid stiffness, Js, vs temperature, T, for the same
device as in Figs. 1 and 2. Black dots, Js extracted from kinetic
inductance; red, Js extracted from nonlinear IV characteristics
(Fig. 2); black, BCS fit of low temperature part, light blue:
Renormalization group calculation, dashed black: Nelson-Koster-
litz universal line. Inset: Zoom to the critical region near the jump.
The fit parameters for the BCS fit are: Tc0 ¼ 5.175 K,Δð0Þ=kB ¼
13.04 K and Jsð0Þ ¼ 7.511 K. From Jsð0Þ we extract λð0Þ ¼
1.71 μm (Eq. (1). The intersection of the data points with the
universal line occurs at TBKT ¼ 4.488 K. The value of the vortex
core energy extracted from the RG-fit is μ ¼ 19.0 K.
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B
Bc2

¼ RðBÞ
RN

�
1 −

�
1

ν
ln
Rð0Þ
RN

�
2
�
RðBÞ
RN

�
−2=ν

�
1=2

; ð4Þ

where Bc2ðTÞ ¼ Φ0=2πξ2ðTÞ is the upper critical field
and the scaling parameter ν is a universal function of T
and B. In the Ginzburg-Landau limit, the coherence length
can be written in the form ξðTÞ ¼ ξðTBKTÞ½ðTc0 − TBKTÞ=
ðTc0 − TÞ�1=2. In Fig. 4(b) we show separately measured
low-field data with field cooling procedure. From the
measured RðT; BÞ at fixed value of B, the function νðTÞ
can be determined from Eq. (4), if Bc2 is given. Adjusting
Bc2ðTBKTÞ ¼ 6.1� 1.7 T leads to a collapse of the set of
νðTÞ curves at low field [Fig. 4(b)] that corresponds to a
coherence length of ξðTBKTÞ ¼ 6.7� 0.6 nm. The error
margins mark a deviation from optimal scaling by one dot
size. This implies that νðT; BÞ only weakly depends on B.
The BKT-transition temperature is reflected as a cusp in
νðT; BÞ, which is located within 50 mK of TBKT from the
RðTÞ curve [arrows in Fig. 4(b)].
We use the scaling function νðTÞ in order to predictR vs T

at very lowB in Fig. 4(c). Our directly measuredRðTÞ (dots)
and data obtained from the scaling expression of Eq. (4)
(lines) agree well at the lowest B as slightly less at higher B.
Discussion.—The central result of our work is the

observation of a sharp, textbook-like BKT transition in
strongly disordered ultrathin NbN films. Hence, the pre-
viously observed broadening [10,13] is no genuine con-
sequence of strong (but homogeneous) disorder in
superconducting thin films. A possible explanation for
the sharpness is a more homogenous distribution of defects
in our ALD-deposited films, as opposed to the sputter
deposited films in earlier works [17,18,44]. Long-range

correlated disorder can explain the observed broadening of
the transition in terms of a spatial variation of Js [8,29,49].
On the other hand, short-range emergent granularity has
been observed in STS for both sputter [17,50] and ALD
[16] deposited films alike. At least at the level of disorder in
our films, intrinsic inhomogeneity in the gap distribution
appears to be irrelevant at the large length scales that
determine the BKT transition. This finding aligns with
previous Monte Carlo simulations conducted on two-
dimensional effective XY models [29,51,52], which had
highlighted that the mere presence of strong quenched
disorder does not automatically lead to a broadening of the
BKT transition. Instead, it is primarily the strong spatial
correlation of the inhomogeneities that causes the smearing
of the superfluid-stiffness jump at the critical point.
Most often, the presence of a BKT transition is deduced

from the nonlinearity of VðIÞ characteristics. However, this
is not straightforward, as VðIÞ often is strongly affected by
heating phenomena. First, power-law behavior can also
occur slightly above TBKT, where only relatively few
vortex-antivortex pairs are dissociated.A linear regime exists
at the lowest currents only, while already at current densities
≲100 A=m2 current-induced dissociation dominates over
thermal dissociation, leading to power-law behavior with
α < 3 that is not considered by standard theory.
These observations are important because a substantial

fraction of the recent literature on ultrathin materials
analyzes IV characteristics in the high-power regime above
TBKT in terms of BKT behavior (see, e.g., [53–59]). Our
work shows that power-law exponents obtained in this
regime are unrelated to BKT physics.
Conclusions.—We have shown that ultrathin supercon-

ducting filmswith strong, but homogeneous, disorder feature
a sharp BKT transition without significant broadening. All
relevant observables display quantitatively consistent results,
allowing for a precise determination of the BKT- and mean-
field transition temperatures as well as other parameters
governing the films. Our study lays the ground for future
controlled studies of the statics and dynamics of the BKT
transition in ultrathin superconductors when approaching to
the superconductor-insulator transition.
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